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Every day we read in the
newspaper and on the internet
that the global economy is
in its worst state in 30 years.
The effect of this depressed
economy is being felt all across
the country and Montana is
seeing its fair share of the
fallout. Our members might
be asking the question, “How
is MNA doing during this
financial downturn?”
Robert Allen
Today, I am pleased to say
that your professional nurses
organization is strong and vital. Over the past two
years, MNA’s Executive Director and elected Board
of Directors, took prudent steps to secure the
organization’s position in property and investment
funds. The assets of MNA carry no debt and the
investments and liquid funds of MNA are well
diversified in order to provide ample risk protection
in a down market while leaving MNA poised to gain
during the market recovery.
While other organizations are planning and
conducting layoffs, I am proud to report that MNA
will be able to maintain current staffing and service
levels for its membership. MNA staff continues to
streamline processes, increase efficiencies, and add
new benefits and educational opportunities for
RN members. Planning is underway to bring the
best-ever annual convention to Helena in October
2009. System improvements are being implemented
to accomplish online registration for MNA’s
conferences. These system and software additions
will allow our Continuing Education department
to offer online CE directly from the MNA web site
www.mtnurses.org.
As I write this article, the legislative session
is in full swing and MNA is a significant voice at
the Capitol: protecting nursing scope of practice,
working to increase access, and always advocating
for the health and safety of the Montana public. We
have appreciated our nurse consultants who have
made phone and email contacts with legislators
on specific legislative items. The MNA Lobbyist,
Don Judge, and I have developed new alliances
with key healthcare entities and labor partners,
further expanding our voice and advocacy efforts.
The power of these relationships became
clearly evident as three concerning bills were
Presort Standard
defeated in the eleventh hour of debate and
US Postage
hearing. Had these sponsors been successful,
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Princeton, MN
we would have about 1400 new unlicensed
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alternative health care providers operating in
Montana without oversight and/or regulation,
and our regulatory boards would have
reduced abilities to insure licensure standards
designed to protect the public. MNA has
been there listening and watching for bills
that diminish scope for RNs or APRNs, that
expand unlicensed practice, or that negatively
impact patient access and outcomes.

During the past six months, we have assisted the
Montana Association of School Nurses in an attempt
to establish minimum nursing service levels in the
K-12 educational setting. The American Nurses
Association recommends a 1:750 nurse to student
ratio as the standard for most K-12 settings involving
an average mix of students. In addition, when the
number of special needs children increases, the
ratio of nurse to students should drop. Previous
studies showed that Montana ranked 47th of all US
states at a 1:1500 nurse to student ratio. However,
a recent study conducted for the Montana Board
of Education determined that Montana is actually
operating at a 1:2304 ratio, further displacing us in
the national lineup. Nineteen school districts within
the state of Montana do not presently employ an
RN. If the proposed rule change is approved and
implemented, the school system will need to locate
approximately 140 RNs to fill the gaps and meet the
recommended 1:750 ratio.
In addition to the activities falling within the
borders of our state, MNA has been working
diligently with our sister state associations to form a
new national union for RNs, the National Federation
of Nurses (NFN). The NFN and its constituency will
be introduced to the public on April 15, 2009 at the
opening night of the Oregon Nurses Association
Annual Convention. Please stay tuned to the MNA
web site during this time to find more information
on the NFN and its leadership.
MNA is stronger today then it has ever been. It
is financially solid, fiscally sound, and continuing
to advocate for the nursing scope of practice and
improved patient health and outcomes. I thank
you for the opportunity of being the Executive
Director for MNA; representing and empowering the
professional nurses of Montana.

Mark Your
Calendars!

MNA 97th Annual
Convention
October 8-9-10, 2009
Helena, MT
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My Dream Job! ~ A Day in the Life of a
Clinical Nurse Leader (CNL)
by Allison Treloar, RN, BSN
I will graduate from MSU College of Nursing in
August with my Master’s degree as a Clinical Nurse
Leader (CNL). I do not yet have a CNL position
waiting for me, but I can clearly envision how a
position might incorporate the knowledge and skills
I have gained to define my “dream” job.
My love is maternal-newborn nursing, so my
CNL dream job would be within in a MaternalNewborn Unit, working with a group of patients I
know well. Not as the manager; not as the educator;
not as the clinical nurse specialist; not as the nurse
practitioner; not as the administrator; but “simply”
the CNL.
The CNL:
• The master’s prepared nurse, delivering direct
patient care, overseeing the lateral integration
of care for high-risk Maternal-Newborn
patients by communicating, planning, and
implementing safe and quality care.
• The nurse that manages specific healthcare
outcomes related to high-risk maternalnewborn patients and has the autonomy to
change the process to improve those outcomes.
• The nurse that integrates multi-disciplinary
care, and delivers it to the bedside.
• The nurse that ensures the healthcare team
within the Maternal-Newborn Unit is delivering
evidence-based, up-to-date care, and who has
the autonomy to implement necessary policy
and practice change.
First, complete a review of the patient census.
Who are the high-risk patients? Oh good, M.J. (28
weeks pregnant, incompetent cervix, bedrest day
16) is still here. We had 28 week twins last night
that were transferred to a larger medical facility,
the mother (S.W.) had
a cesarean section, and Come, follow me
was unable to fly with … see what a day
her twins. D.L. (post- in the life of a
partum
hemorrhage)
was just brought to maternal-newborn
the floor from labor CNL would be.
and delivery. We can’t
forget H.T., (27 week preterm infant, transported
back from a larger facility, day of life 80). Now, let’s
round. Rounds begin by talking with the nurses and
other team members who directly care for these
patients and asking for report on the patients and
how I might help.
The nurses’ report:
• M.J. needs a computer with wireless access
so she can work from the hospital and has
a scheduled meeting with the neonatologist
about delivering a preterm infant.
• S.W. needs to initiate pumping of breastmilk,

and meet with the discharge planner to
coordinate her discharge and a flight to the
medical facility to be with her twins.
• D.L. needs a blood transfusion, a procedure
that is new to the nurse caring for her.
• H.T. needs follow-up care to be coordinated
(speech therapy, lactation clinic, public health
nurse); anticipated discharge in two days
Once I have met with the nurses and team
members and identified the needs of the patient,
I round on the patients and their families to
ensure they have identified the same needs. With
input from the nurses and the patients I begin
by communicating with other members of the
health care team (physician, discharge planner,
neonatologist, blood bank, etc…) to ensure the
coordination of efficient care.
Now that the immediate needs of the unit have
been addressed, I have some time to review our
new policy and procedure regarding medication
administration via bar scanning to high-risk
newborns in the nursery. In reviewing this policy,
I have found that the recommended procedure
does not include scanning of pumped breastmilk,
which had been discussed at the planning meeting.
I contact the Information Specialists (IS) team to
identify the steps that need to be taken to ensure
that scanning pumped breastmilk is incorporated
into the procedure.
Next, I review data on the number of families
who are admitted to our unit as “self-pay.” I also
review the processes used within our facility to
identify these families without insurance and
ensure they receive appropriate follow-up. Next, I
communicate with the unit nurses and discover that
only one nurse is familiar with our current process.
I speak with the educator about the need for an
in-service at the next staff meeting to address this
issue, and offer to provide applicable statistics and
measurable client outcomes.
My day has now come to an end. Today as the
Clinical Nurse Leader I have:
• contacted IS to connect wireless access for the
patient on bedrest so she could work from the
hospital and coordinated her meeting with the
neonatologist.
• collaborated with the nurse, discharge planner,
and obstetrician to initiate the pumping of
breastmilk, purchase a plane ticket, and
discharge the mother of the 28 week twins.
• reviewed blood transfusion policy and
procedure with a new nurse and provided
direct support to her during the procedure.
• discussed the discharge plan with a mother of
a 27 week preterm infant and her neonatologist
regarding
out-patient
services
(speech
therapy, public health nurse, lactation), and
communicated the information to the nurse.
I will follow-up tomorrow to assure a smooth
transition.
• reviewed the policy and procedure of bar
scanning medications in the nursery, discovered
miscommunication and worked with team
members to resolve the situation.
• reviewed data and processes related to
identifying patients admitted as “self-pay.” I
communicated with our nurse educator to
address this issue through a unit-based inservice and agreed to provide measurable
patient outcomes.
Tomorrow, I will do the same, but different.
Simply complex … the Clinical Nurse Leader.
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School Nurses … Is it Nursing?
by Robert Allen – Executive Director
Excerpt from March 26, 2009 Presentation given
to Montana Association of School Nurses
I want to discuss the
relationship between Montana
Nurses Association (MNA)
and the Montana Association
of School Nurses (MASN),
what the relationship might
look like, and how the MEAMFT fits into this picture.
Let me first give you
some background on me.
I accepted the position of
Executive Director for MNA
Robert Allen
in June 2007. During the
“indoctrination period” you
have with every job, I asked many questions of the
staff and board trying to get a handle on the Nursing
picture in Montana and all the different environments
you operate in.
I found out we had an extensive base of Registered
Nurses throughout the state in the position of
“bedside nurse” and some clinical positions, we
have Advanced Practice Registered Nurses serving
the public including some in individual practice, the
adjunct nursing professors in higher learning, some
nursing administrators, and some public health
nurses.
What was not mentioned at any time was the
school nurse. In fact, as I extracted information
from the staff and board, it was clear that two very
important job titles were lacking in membership
representation. From that point in time, I have set
specific planning time aside to address these two
job titles with a long term hope that I, as Executive
Director, might find a way to attract membership
with the school nurses and a better ratio of the
nursing instructors.
You can imagine my excitement when one day,
shortly after the school recess time, Sue Buswell
knocked at my office door asking to have some time
with me. She said her association was small in size
… but big in heart, limited on financial resources
but full of enthusiasm, and she wanted to know
what it might cost MASN to affiliate with MNA in
order to collaborate on some staffing legislation
being considered by MASN. I told her I would work
on some avenues and get back to her. I believe in
miracles and jumped for joy that I might have just
witnessed one stroll right into my office. It was only
a short time and a phone conversation away that
MNA and MEA-MFT agreed to meet and discuss
some joint efforts of organizing on the MSU campus.
A miracle dream to get the school nurses under the
MNA umbrella quickly became a real opportunity as
discussions unfolded and the membership overlap
potential became evident.
Today, we sit on pins and needles awaiting the

outcome of the MEA-MFT organizational drive on
the MSU campus. If successful in the endeavor, MEAMFT will have organized the last major campus in
higher education giving the professional teachers
of Montana a solid and unified voice in collective
bargaining. MNA is a union and promotes the right
to organize. Additionally, MNA is an advocate for
the nursing practice and scope, and ultimately for
the patient. Today, I want to focus on the latter and I
want to voice my personal appreciation for what each
and every nurse does in the delivery of healthcare.
If the organizational drive is successful on the MSU
campuses, the Registered Nurses under MEA-MFT
would be granted full membership in both MEA-MFT
and MNA. This involves all of you already organized
under MEA-MFT. The two union entities have agreed
on how to provide appropriate representation at the
bargaining table and how to best represent the RNs
in advocacy for the nursing practice.
With the addition of
the MNA connection,
each RN will be
provided the benefits
of membership in
the American Nurses
Association
(ANA)
the national voice of
nurses.
I see MNA and MASN working collaboratively to
secure and ensure safe and competent nursing service
levels in the public schools—further increasing access
to critical healthcare for our most vulnerable patient.
To show our commitment to the agreement, MNA
and it’s national professional arm, the ANA, provided
some material, statistics, and physical presence to Sue
Buswell and MASN … assisting some in the initial
presentation on school nurse staffing to the Board
of Public Instruction. We are so impressed with
the work of this association and the progress you
have made on the road to securing appropriate and
competent staffing levels in the K-12 setting.
The boards of public education have done an
exemplary job of improving access to the public
school system for students with “special healthcare
needs.” Today a child with acute and chronic health
conditions can attend Montana schools and receive a
quality education alongside another student who may
not have the same “special needs.” With improved
access comes the need to safely and competently
care for these children while entrusted to you by the
parents of this great state.
The future of Montana is in our children. As a
father of three, I understand fully the important role
you play in the development and health of our most
precious assets.
In the perfect world we would have an RN in

The RN is often
the key point of
assessment of a
child’s health.

every school but that is not reality, especially in these
economic times, however a ratio of 1:750 is a vast
improvement over the present.
It was an RN that found and diagnosed a potential
spinal disorder in one of my nieces during a regular
assessment session at a school in Idaho. That
assessment was critical to my niece receiving the
right and timely care that today allows her to stand
tall. Timing was critical and coming from a businessfor-self family with limited insurance coverage, that
RN was probably the only health care professional
who may have had the opportunity to step in and
improve the lifelong quality of living for my niece. I
thank God regularly for that RN.
You see, the RN is often the key point of
assessment of a child’s health. They provide and
promote preventative care, they assist students with
impairments to learning, they administer medications
where appropriate, and they screen for serious and
often hidden health issues ultimately improving in
every way the learning environment of a child. In a
direr situation, they provide the level of competency
needed to protect the life of a child with serious
allergies, a child who is diabetic or with seizure
disorders, and God forbidding, the life threatening
accident.
I mentioned earlier how I appreciate what every
nurse does in the delivery of healthcare. I feel this
group of nurses deserves special recognition for the
calling you have undertaken. I know that you work
with many different students, all with their own
individual personalities, differing social and economic
backgrounds, family and sibling differences, etc. In
the hospital setting, there are teams and experienced
personnel whom you can draw expertise from;
problem patients eventually do get discharged. But
the school nurse operates in a very unusual setting.
Often you are the only health care provider some
of these children will see for extended periods of
time. You are the local expert in your environment,
and your patients stick around and often bring to
you much more than the complaint of a sore ear or a
knee in need of a band-aide. Of course you provide
these, but many times, you are the ear that hears, and
the eyes that tear for the pains not caused by virus,
bacteria, and skinned knees.
Is it nursing? Yes, it definitely is and much, much
more. It is harder to see those internal wounds,
harder even to measure how your attention might
prevent the development of something much bigger,
scarier, and physical to a child. Yes, I believe it is
nursing in every sense of the definition and I applaud
you first and foremost as a parent, and then also as
the ED of the Montana Nurses Association.
Thank you for choosing to be School Nurses.
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Labor Department Report
by Bill Smith, MNA Labor Relation Specialist
With the economy in
turmoil, 2009 is shaping up
as a difficult year for contract
talks. The State of Montana
has frozen wages for their
employees for rest of the
year. There have been rumors
of layoffs in several of our
hospitals, but let me assure
everyone that, so far, NO RN’s
have been laid off from any of
our units.
Bill Smith
There continues to be a
shortage of trained nurses in
Montana and the rest of the U.S., which should help
us weather the storm. The general feeling is that the
economy should start to pick up in the 3rd quarter
of 2009. Until it does, the Labor Department and the
local units’ leadership will need to be prepared to
intervene in any crises.

Amy Hauschild New Labor
Relations Specialist
New
Labor
Relations
Specialist is no stranger to the
Montana Nurses Association.
She has been active in MNA
since 1994 and been involved
with MNA in several different
elected leadership capacities
over the years.
She has been tasked with
revitalizing MNA nurses on
the Eastern side of the state.
MNA feels that by having a
Labor Specialist located in
Billings, the needs of the
nurses from the East will be
better served.

Amy Hauschild,
BSN, RN-C
Labor Relations
Specialist
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An Exciting Time to
Join in the Work of CE!
by Lori Chovanak, RN, BAN
Continuing Education Director
MNA’s Continuing Education
Program is seeing significant
growth in this New Year.
The Council on Continuing
Education and I are working
effectively together toward
goals to promote new program
opportunities, exploring and
implementing ideas that will
increase membership. The
CE Department is developing
a level of expertise in the
Lori Chovanak
program that will allow
Montana to evolve into a
leader in continuing education at the national level.
I am excited to announce MNA’s Provider Unit has
been granted full status as an Approved Provider
through December of 2011. Also, the American
Nurses Credentialing Center has granted MNA
Accreditation as an Approver for the next four years.
This allows MNA to move forward with confidence
in building our program. MNA members can be
very proud of these accomplishments.
We are hard at work on convention and have
some great ideas that will make this year’s event
something that the nurses of Montana will not want
to miss. The convention will be held in Helena at
the Great Northern Hotel on October 8th-10th
2009. This year’s theme is: “Nurses: Building a
Healthy Montana!” Put it on your calendar and
plan to attend for some great educational sessions,
an Opening Reception, events each evening, live
entertainment, and more!
The Council is planning an Approved Provider
Update and we will have the pleasure of bringing
Pam Dickerson, PhD, RN-BC to be a presenter at
this event. Pam is an expert in continuing education,
is on the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation, is an Associate Editor
for the Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing,
and sits on her state’s Council of Continuing
Education. The event is planned for July 7th, 2009.
The Council will be looking to appoint members
interested in Continuing Education, due to the
increased growth and workload of the program. If
you are interested, please email lori@mtnurses.org.
This is a very exciting time in CE and a great time
to get involved!

Congratulations
Nurse Graduates!
MNA welcomes you to the challenging and
rewarding career of nursing.
The American Nurses Association and its
constituent member, MNA, speak for all nurses
both at the national and state level. We encourage
you to join your professional organization by taking
advantage of the one-half price nursing graduate
rate. Bring your voice to the table as a member.
We wish you all the best as you travel your
nursing pathway, whether at the bedside, in the
home, in education or any of the many nursing
roads open to you in your new career.

Obituary
Phyllis Madilon McDonald
MNA regrets the loss of a
long-time member of MNA and
staunch advocate of nursing in
Montana.
Phyllis Madilon McDonald
passed away at St. Peter’s
Hospital in Helena on March 1,
2009, following a brief illness.
She was born and grew up in
Philipsburg on Aug. 3, 1924,
and graduated from Granite
High School in 1942. She
Phyllis Madilon
McDonald
attended St. Mary College
and graduated from St. James
School of Nursing in 1946. Phyllis earned her bachelor’s
degree in nursing from Marquette University and her
master’s degree from the University of Montana.
Phyllis taught medical/surgical nursing at St. Patrick
School of Nursing in Missoula from 1948 until she
became the director of the School of Nursing in 1962.
She was appointed to the Montana State Board of
Nursing in 1957 and served as a member until 1964.
Following the closure of the School of Nursing, she
moved to Helena, where she worked for the Montana
State Board of Nursing and was the fourth executive
secretary of the board from 1980 until her retirement
in 1990.
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What’s Happening to Our Local Dues?
New accounting & bylaw changes may be necessary to comply with labor regulations
by Linda L. Henderson, MN, RN, BC
The 2008 House of
Delegates had a number of
issues that were brought
to the attention of the
members. One of the issues
discussed was the effect
that labor law is having on
the association as a result
of MNA’s participation in
collective bargaining. MNA
has annually over the past
4 years completed an LM2 Linda L. Henderson
form to inform the U.S.
Department of Labor about
monies spent on labor related activities of the
association. The association has taken notice that
over the past few years the level of income that
triggers completion of an LM2 has steadily dropped.
This has raised the issue that eventually the local
units and districts may eventually be forced to
complete a similar LM2 form to reflect income and
expenses, even if no income is spent on collective
bargaining activities. The expense involved in
annually completing an LM2 form is significant with
the state association including this as part of our
annual audit activities completed by our certified
public accountant. The Board of Directors raised
this issue during the 2008 House of Delegates for
consideration, and a resolution was passed to study
this issue with a proposal to be brought to the 2009
House of Delegates.
The primary issue is that local units and
districts collecting dues revenue are subject to
U.S. Department of Labor rules that monitor labor
organization activities. This includes detailed
paperwork that tracks income and expenses as well
as the related cost involved in completing the LM2
form. The BOD has proposed that districts and
local units participate in a centralized system of
accounting at the state level to address this issue.
The MNA Finance Committee is currently
exploring options for a centralized accounting
system at the state level for districts and local units
to consider. The receipt of dues would occur at the
state level with an accounting system that tracks
deposits to an account for local units and districts.

The local level would continue to control how their
funds are expended, however the tracking system
for the funds would occur at the state level via
written requests that may be emailed or faxed to the
state office for release of funds, with an electronic
transfer of the funds to the local level. The details
of an account or accounts at the state level, whether
they should be individual accounts for each local
unit and district versus one account that would
leverage the total dollars of the districts and local
units, is still under development. The primary focus
for the Finance Committee is to develop a proposal
that establishes sufficient trust and security in the
system for the districts and local units.
The first step in this process will be a survey of
district and local unit treasurers and/or presidents to
determine the collection of dues revenue occurring
at the local level. By the time this is read, some of
you will have had an opportunity to share your
practices with our executive director, Robert Allen
via a dialogue at the Local Unit Retreat at Chico Hot
Springs in April. Other district and local unit leaders
will receive a mailed survey requesting response to
these proposed issues. The Finance Committee will
be following up by phone with individuals from
whom we have not received a response by mid-May.
If you are a local leader and have not received this
survey, please contact the MNA office to update
your district or local unit leadership information.

The Bylaws Committee will also be reviewing
this issue to determine if bylaw changes will
be required. If so, then bylaw changes will be
presented during the 2009 House of Delegates as
well, and this article serves as notice of potential
bylaw changes.
The MNA Finance Committee encourages local
unit and district leaders to discuss this issue with
their members. A proposal will be on the table at
the 2009 House of Delegates to fulfill the 2008 HOD
resolution. Active discussion and development of
the proposal by the full membership is encouraged.
Please feel free to contact members of the MNA
Finance Committee with questions or concerns:
Brenda Donaldson, Treasurer, 406-538-3217,
ddonaldson@starband.net
Linda Henderson, member, 406-721-6882,
dcole@bigsky.net
Gwyn Palchak, member, 46-752-5443,
gwyn.rn@gmail.com
Arlys Williams, member, 406-357-3419,
wild3a@ttc-cmc.net
Sue Honsky, member, 406-327-8891,
honsky@bigsky.net
Sue Nieuwenhuyse, member, 406-265-7622,
suebear@bresnan.net
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CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

Montana Nurses
Association supports the
Employee Free Choice Act.

Montana Nurses Association
97th Annual Convention

97th
Annual

Best Western Great Northern Hotel—Helena
October 8-9-10, 2009
Submission Deadline—June 30, 2009
Mail to MNA, Attn: Lori Chovanak, 20 Old Montana State Highway, Clancy, MT 59634 or
email to lori@mtnurses.org
The goal of MNA Convention is to provide continuing nursing education opportunities to help
nurses expand their knowledge base about various nursing issues, to learn what the Association has
accomplished during the past year, to carry out the business of the Association, and to network with
other nursing professionals.
Continuing education contact hours and Rx contact hours for APRNs (as content supports) will be
awarded for selected sessions.
You are invited to submit a proposal for presentation during the 2009 convention on any of the
following (or other) topics.
Asthma
Disaster/Emergency Preparedness
Leadership
Mental Health
• PTSD
• Children’s mental health issues
Obesity
Oncology
Patient/Nurse Safety
Pediatrics
Public Health
Surgical Interventions

Alternative Medicine
APRN Clinical and Other Topics
APRN Rx Topics
Dermatology
• Eczema
Environmental Health Issues
Geriatrics
• Changes/precautions in meds
• Shingles
Infectious Diseases
• MRSA
• Current bugs
Women’s Health

Abstracts and questions regarding the application process should be returned by mail or email by
June 30 to:
Lori Chovanak, BAN, RNC
CE Director
Montana Nurses Association
Phone: 406-442-6710 ext 222
20 Old Montana State Highway
FAX: 406-442-1841
Clancy, MT 59634
E-mail: lori@mtnurses.org
Complete the information on the following pages and submit by mail or electronically
to Lori Chovanak at the above address.
Name of Presenter_____________________________________________________________________________
Please note the biographical data form at the end of this document. It must be completed in
its entirety and returned with your session information for your abstract to be considered.
Title of Session________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose/Goal of this Session_ _________________________________________________________________
Length of Session Concurrent sessions are generally 75 minutes, so your topic should include a 60-65
minute presentation with 10–15 minutes for discussion and questions.
Do you need more than one session?
_____ Yes
_____ No

Or a longer (90-minute) session?
_____ Yes
_____ No

Dates Available
Check dates you are available:
_____ Thursday, October 8
______ Friday, October 9
Measurable Objectives
(What will the learner be
able to do as a result of
attending your session?)
		

______ Saturday, October 10

Content Outline
(Provide a brief outline of what you
will discuss in regard to each
objective. DO NOT restate
the objective.)

Teaching Methods
(Indicate how you will teach
each objective—check all
that apply)

Obj. 1

__Lecture/Discussion
__Power Point
__Demonstration/Return Demo
__Slides/Overheads
__Video
__Other

Obj. 2

__Power Point
__Demonstration/Return Demo
__Slides/Overheads
__Video
__Other

Obj. 3

__Lecture/Discussion
__Power Point
__Demonstration/Return Demo
__Slides/Overheads
__Video
__Other
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Abstract of Session

Please attach a separate page that describes your presentation in 150 words or less. This description will
be used in evaluating abstracts and will also appear in written materials regarding the Convention, if
your session is selected. If you prefer separate text for each purpose, please note which is preferred for
publication.
Please Check Required Audiovisual Equipment
(if you are not sure what you will need, you can let us know later)
______
______
______
______
______

Microphone (based upon room size)
______ LCD Projector (Power Point)
Laptop—______ w/CD
______ w/DVD
______ TV
____w/VCR
____w/DVD
with USB port
Slide projector/screen
______ Overhead projector/screen
Other—Specify__________________________________________________________________________

Handouts—MNA will copy one handout per session. Your handout must be provided electronically to
MNA by a date to be determined, and must not exceed 6 pages. Should you prefer to do your own
handouts, we will provide an estimate of the number needed about two weeks prior to the Convention.
Compensation—MNA typically offers an honorarium for presenters. We cannot compensate you for your
lodging and travel. The registration fee for the day of your presentation will be waived, should you
request. If you wish to attend additional days, a single day rate is available.
Notification & Contract—The MNA Council on Continuing Education Provider Unit will review abstracts
in July 2009 and notification will be made before July 30. Those persons selected to present at the MNA
convention will be required to sign a contract. A photo that can be used in publicity and convention
materials also will be requested.
MNA Biographical Data Form
Name,
Degrees &
Credentials____________________________________________________________________________________
Academic degree(s): ___AD ___Diploma ___Baccalaureate ___Masters ___PhD/EdD ___ Other
Preferred Mailing
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________
(Number and Street/PO Box)
(City, State, Zip)
Day
Telephone #

Mobile or Alternate
Telephone #

_______________________ ________________________
(Area Code)
(Area Code)
Present Position (Title)

Email
Address IMPORTANT
____________________________________________

Employer (include city & state)

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Faculty/Presenters
Describe your expertise in this topic______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Conflict of Interest Statement
Having an interest in an organization does not prevent a speaker from making a presentation, but
the audience must be informed of this relationship prior to the start of the activity and any potential
conflict must be resolved. In order to ensure balance, independence, objectivity and scientific rigor at
all programs, the planners and faculty must make full disclosure indicating whether the planner, faculty
or content specialist and/or his/her spouse family has any relationships with pharmaceutical companies,
biomedical device manufacturers and/or corporations whose products or services are related to pertinent
therapeutic areas. All planners, faculty, content specialists and feedback specialists participating in CE
activities must disclose to the audience information listed below.
Is there a potential conflict of interest? ___Yes ___No If yes, list company(ies) and check relationship type.
Indicate All Relationships with Each Commercial Company
Name of Commercial Company(ies)

Speakers’ Bureau

B. How will any conflict of interest be resolved?

Consultant

Research Support

Shareholder

C. Discussion of off-label uses ___ Yes ___ No

___1. Not applicable since no conflict of interest.
If yes, you must disclose this information during
___2. Have discussed this conflict with individual
your presentation. How will you do this?
who is now aware of and agrees to our policy.
___3. Presenter has signed a statement that says
___1. Verbal statement during the presentation
s/he will present information fairly and
___2. Information provided on handouts
without bias.
___3. Information provided in audiovisuals
___4. Nurse Planner or designee will monitor		
(slides, overhead, PowerPoint, etc.)
session to ensure conflict does not arise.
___ 4. Other Describe
___5. Other Describe
All information disclosed must be shared with the audience either on the program handouts,
advertising and/or audiovisual presentation.
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Montana State Fund
Focuses on Medical
Management
Medical costs have become the number one
cost in the workers’ compensation systems, not
only in Montana, but across the country. Montana
State Fund, in an effort to ensure the best possible
medical treatment for recovery from workers’
compensation injuries, will be revamping and
adding staff to its core of medical professionals.
Montana State Fund has a current opening in
Helena for a Medical Case Manager—a nurse who
works with injured workers, providers and claims
examiners—to help injured workers navigate the
system during a traumatic time.
Starting early in July, Montana State Fund will be
adding to our medical professional staff. We plan
to hire Strategic Nurse Consultants and Medical
Management Specialists to provide more focused
assistance on the longer term medical plans and
treatment programs. This new direction is expected
to help both injured workers and their employers
understand the issues involved in workers’
compensation claims and the medical regimens
required to help them maintain and retain as full a
life capacity as possible after an industrial accident,
and will provide several opportunities for nurses
who enjoy this work.
For more information visit our website at
montanastatefund.com or contact Mike Worden at
444-6417.
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Nursing Leadership: Making a Difference
Sigma Theta Tau Spring Educational Conference

Barbara Prescott DNP, FNP-BC
Counselor Bozeman Campus
On April 3, the Zeta
Upsilon Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau held their spring
conference
in
Bozeman.
There
were
over
100
attendees including many
student nurses from Billings
and Bozeman. The primary
address was presented by
Angela McBride PhD, RN,
FAAN, past present of Sigma
Theta Tau who traveled from
Barbara Prescott
Indiana to participate. She
addressed her remarks by
answering the question “What is nursing leadership
and how do you become a leader?”
Dr. McBride described leadership as a full career
development process. She identified five stages in
career development that contributed to becoming a
leader.
1. preparation—both formal and socialization
when nurses know what they are good at and
what they are not;
2. the independent and interdependent stage—
when the nurse becomes competent knowing
the ideals and reality of practice using
feedback to develop new ideas;
3. development
of
home
skills—using
competency and expertise in mentoring and
promoting others and working to develop the
organization as a member of the team;
4. development of the field of nursing—getting

involved in projects or organizations by
becoming collegial; and finally
5. the Gadfly period—‚doing smaller projects,
becoming a consultant, a time to be more
outspoken when to focus is greater than
“doing a job.”
Dr. McBride stated that the outcome of leadership
is team performance. The leader mentors attitude,
motivation, knowledge, and behavior. The leader
is aware of productivity, financial operations,
consumer satisfaction, and innovation while moving
a team, unit, or organization forward.
Dr. McBride noted that there are four significant
healthcare movements in the 21st Century that will
specifically affect nursing practice.
1. Health is determined more by lifestyle
than by genetics (Diet, exercise, smoking,
alcohol/drugs, sexual activity, community
connectedness).
2. The graying of the world is upon us and
nursing is looking at functionality and quality
of life (living with chronic or debilitating
handicaps).
3. Quality and safety indicators for evaluation
are key to nurse practice.
4. Leadership is assuming full authority in
statute, education, and experience
She believes that each nurse needs to find a
piece of nursing for which he/she has a passion and
stay connected with other nurses whose passion is
not the same and then profession as a whole will
be benefited by the complimentary involvement of
nurses.

The next speaker was Celeste Diamon, RN
Magnet Program Director from Billings Clinic who
spoke on achieving Magnet Status. She discussed
the process of attaining Magnet status and provided
the following quote: “Success is not final, failure
is not fatal, it is the courage to continue that
counts.” The purpose in striving for magnet status
is to attract quality nurses and keeping them while
providing a higher level of care. The Billings clinic
earned magnet status on August 18, 2006.
Yvonne Kirk PhD, RN from St. Peter’s Hospital
in Helena discussed “Making a difference through
shared governance.” She brought representatives
from her staff to share their experiences with
shared governance. Shared governance is designed
to represent the professional personality of the
participants through collaboration and collegiality,
autonomy, accountability, and mutual trust. St.
Peter’s shared governance is successful and a model
for other facilities looking to shared governance.
Finally, Jane Scharff MN, RN from MSU Billings
spoke on “Making a difference at the state and
national level.” Ms Scharff is a member of the Max
Baucus Healthcare Advisory Board. She stated that
nurses are going to play a larger role in delivering
primary care, mentoring, and by “showing up.”
Nursing education is an arena for new ideas and
professional organizations like ANA and MNA are
essential for promoting nursing practice in the 21st
century.
The educational offering was followed by the
business meeting. The next meeting will be held at
Carroll College in November where the induction
ceremony for new members will be held.
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Montana Nurses Association Joins With Coalition Of State
Nurse Associations To Form New National Nurses Union:
The National Federation Of Nurses
Helena, MT—Leaders of the Montana Nurses
Association and six other state nurses associations
announced today the formation of a new, innovative
national union for registered nurses, the National
Federation of Nurses (NFN). The NFN is unique at the
national level in terms of its structure and organization
and will provide an unparalleled platform for registered
nurses to have a voice in the national labor agenda.
Representing nearly 70,000 registered nurses
nationwide, the NFN includes seven state nurses
associations: Indiana, Montana, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Oregon, and Washington. A 21-member
constitutional committee, with representatives from each
of the member states, has developed governing documents
for a new, ground breaking constitutional structure.
That committee recently elected the first National
Executive Board of the NFN, including President
Barbara Crane, RN, (New York State Nurses
Association); Vice President Julie Shuff, RN, (Oregon
Nurses Association); Treasurer Rose Marie Martin,

RN, (Ohio Nurses Association); and Secretary Kim
Armstrong, RN, (Washington State Nurses Association).
Four directors were also elected, including Jeanne
Avey, RN, (Washington State Nurses Association);
Vicky Byrd, RN, and Tina Hedin, RN, (Montana Nurses
Association); and Bruce Humphreys, RN, (Oregon
Nurses Association).
The new union is founded on core democratic
principles including self-governance, respect for
individual member state’s sovereignty, and highly
coordinated collaboration. “I look forward to working
with the NFN,” remarks Vicky Rae Byrd, RN, Director,
“in establishing a national labor agenda to support and
advance collective bargaining, workplace conditions,
and the practice of registered nurses through collective
bargaining and shared decision-making. What a
fantastic way to advocate for our profession and our
patients.”
The NFN will have an Executive Board with equal
representation from member states. According to
NFN Director Tina Hedin, RN, “This Executive Board

is designed to ensure that all member states are truly
and meaningfully represented. The NFN gives every
member state a powerful voice in the decisions and
actions of the national union, resulting in greater
transparency and accountability.”
“The NFN is truly different,” said NFN Secretary
Kim Armstrong, RN, “It is an innovative way of
ensuring America’s nurses have a strong, clear voice
in the decisions that impact their lives, their working
conditions, and the care of their patients.”
Another unique aspect of the NFN, according to
NFN Vice-President Julie Shuff, RN, is the openness
of the NFN structure, allowing for the inclusion of
all organized nurses anywhere in the country to
participate. “We are stronger together, and we are
even stronger still when we allow nurses to speak
for themselves, work together and elect leaders who
understand the unique challenges faced by nurses
across the country,” she said.
“More than ever, registered nurses need a strong,
national voice on issues such as healthcare reform and
national staffing standards,” said Barbara Crane, RN,
President. “The goal of the NFN is to make a profound
and tangible difference in the lives of nurses and their
patients through activities that improve both working
conditions and quality of care.”
The organization is founded on a series of ‘core
covenants’ that are meant to act as the guiding force
of the union. The NFN is based upon the principles of
democracy, inclusiveness, social justice and equality
which ensure transparency and open communication
between the NFN and our member states, and
will require accountability so that all nurses can
be confident in the NFN’s ability to represent their
interests at the national level.
“I am so honored to be a part of this innovative
federation representing nurses. I have passionately
fought for the strong voice of nurses and I believe this
provides a great opportunity for all nurses.” stated Tina
Hedin, RN, Director. “The NFN gives each state the
autonomy to meet the needs of their individual states
while obtaining support from all other states affiliated
with the NFN.”
The NFN has launched a new website which contains
copies of organizing documents, press releases, FAQs
and contact information at www.nfn.org.
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DISTRICT CONTACTS
District 1
President Maggie Shulund
Home: 406-777-5404
Work: 406-327-4021
Cell:
406-370-3941
Email:
magshu2000@yahoo.com
District 2
Currently Vacant

Maggie
Shulund

District 3
President Barb Prescott
Home: 406-585-1393
Email: doctorbarb1@msn.com
District 4
President Lynne Maierle
Home: 406-442-6128
Work: 406-444-2397
Email: lmaierle@stpetes.org

Barb Prescott

District 5
President Keri Cross
Home: 406-855-2210
Work: 406-657-4000
Email: imbsnrn@yahoo.com
District 6
President Sue Swan
Home: 406-265-5703
Work: 406-265-3599
Email: swans@q.com

Keri Cross

District 7
Co-Presidents:
Gwyn Palchak
		 Home: 406-453-2913
		 Work: 406-751-4181
		 Email: cntryclinic@yahoo.com
Karen Skonord
		 Home: 406-270-8132
		 Work: 406-756-6554
District 8 – Local Unit 39
Chair: Karen Schledewitz
Home: 406-433-2267
Email: kws20@yahoo.com
Vice Chair: Jody Lizotte
Home: 406-488-6776
Email: jodyann68@hotmail.com

Montana Nurses Association supports the
Employee Free Choice Act.

